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This paper is focused on looking for links between the topology of a connected and non-
compact surface with ﬁnitely many ends and any proper discrete Morse function which can
be deﬁned on it. More precisely, we study the non-compact surfaces which admit a proper
discrete Morse function with a given number of critical elements. In particular, given any
of these surfaces, we obtain an optimal discrete Morse function on it, that is, with the
minimum possible number of critical elements.
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1. Introduction
Morse theory is the study of the relationships between functions deﬁned on a space and the shape of this space. More
precisely, these relations can be settled by obtaining information of the shape of the space from the information about the
critical points of the function. Therefore, the main goal of this theory lies in how the critical points of a function deﬁned
on a space affect the topological shape of such space and, conversely, how the shape of a space controls the distribution
of the critical points of a function. One way to get this goal consists on setting equalities and inequalities between Betti
numbers of a given manifold and the numbers of critical points of a Morse function deﬁned on it, the so-called Morse
inequalities.
R. Forman [4] introduced the notion of discrete Morse function deﬁned on a ﬁnite cw-complex and, in this combinatorial
context, he developed a discrete Morse theory as a purely combinatorial tool for studying the topology of the considered
complex by means of either its homotopy type or its homology. In this sense, he proved the corresponding Morse inequali-
ties, analogous to the classical ones obtained in the smooth case.
The authors initiated the study of discrete Morse theory on inﬁnite complexes mainly focused on non-compact surfaces.
In this sense, we obtained a non-trivial generalization of the Morse inequalities for non-compact surfaces in which, the
behaviour of the discrete Morse function towards the ends plays an outstanding role [1]. In the discrete setting, the notion
of i-critical simplex introduced by R. Forman plays the role of critical point of index i in the smooth theory. It is known
that every smooth Morse function on a non-compact manifold has at least one critical point. However, in [1] examples of
discrete Morse function with no critical simplices are given. It is due to the fact that there are inﬁnite paths where the
function decreases toward an end and critical simplices can be pushed along the ﬂow lines determined by these paths. It
suggests us to consider these decreasing paths as a sort of critical elements at the inﬁnity.
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cause for the study of the linkage between the topology of a surface and the minimal number of critical elements that
a discrete Morse function deﬁned on it must have. In [9], Lewiner et al. studied the problem of optimality, that is, how
to obtain discrete Morse functions having the least number of critical simplices. In particular, in [8] they deﬁned a linear
algorithm to compute optimal discrete Morse functions on compact surfaces. This problem can also be studied by means of
the pure Morse complex of a simplicial complex, which is the set of all possible classes of optimal discrete Morse functions
which can be deﬁned on the complex [2,6,7]. The aim of this paper is to study the critical elements of proper discrete
Morse functions deﬁned on a non-compact surface of ﬁnite type. In particular, the existence of such kind of functions with
the fewest number of critical elements. In the smooth approach, this problem was considered in [14,15] for the study of the
total absolute curvature of non-compact manifolds.
We begin by presenting in Section 2 the basic notions concerning inﬁnite discrete Morse theory, following the deﬁnitions
introduced by R. Forman [4], namely proper discrete Morse function and critical simplex. In order to take into account the
monotonous behaviour of a discrete Morse function at the ends of its domain, the notion of decreasing ray is considered.
Moreover, we include in this section the notion of critical element which joins the concepts of critical simplex and decreas-
ing ray. Besides, we include the basic concept of gradient vector ﬁeld induced by a discrete Morse function. In Section 3, we
give the generalized version of the Morse inequalities for non-compact surfaces of ﬁnite type proved by the authors in [1].
This result establishes links between the topology of a triangulated connected and non-compact surface and the properties
of a proper discrete Morse function deﬁned on it. Later on, the notion of critical array is introduced. This object contains
information about the number of critical elements of a discrete Morse function deﬁned on the surface. Besides, we include
in this section two results concerning some conditions about the existence of proper discrete Morse functions on a non-
compact surface. They are mainly based on the non-existence of an increasing 1-ray adjacent to a decreasing 2-ray. At the
end of this section, we give a result which states how the number of critical elements of a discrete Morse function deﬁned
on a triangulation of a surface is related to its ﬁrst Betti number. Finally, in Section 4 we consider the notion of optimal
discrete Morse function and its extension to a non-compact surface M of ﬁnite type. Besides, for such kind of surfaces, we
prove the existence of an optimal proper discrete Morse function deﬁned on M with n = b1(M) + 1 critical elements. We
close this section with a detailed study of optimal proper discrete Morse functions on M with b1(M) = 0,1.
2. Preliminaries
We are going to present the notion of discrete Morse function deﬁned on an inﬁnite simplicial complex. It was introduced
for the ﬁnite case by R. Forman in [4]. Essentially, we shall use the same deﬁnition but, since the usual maps between
inﬁnite complexes are the proper maps, we shall deal with proper discrete Morse functions, that is, those ones verifying
f −1([a,b]) is a ﬁnite set for any a,b ∈ R, a b.
Through all this paper, we consider inﬁnite simplicial complexes M which are locally ﬁnite. For terminology and back-
ground concerning these objects, we refer to [12].
An end of M is an equivalence class [K ,C] of pairs (K ,C) where K ⊂ M is compact, C is a component of M − K whose
closure is not compact and [K1,C1] = [K2,C2] if there exists (K ,C) with K1 ∪ K2 ⊂ K and C ⊂ C1 ∩ C2. Thus, a non-compact
surface has k ends if for every suﬃciently large compact set K , then M − K has k unbounded components.
A discrete Morse function deﬁned on M is a function f : M → R such that, for any p-simplex σ (p) ∈ M:
(M1) card{τ (p+1) > σ/ f (τ ) f (σ )} 1.
(M2) card{υ(p−1) < σ/ f (υ) f (σ )} 1.
A p-simplex σ ∈ M is said to be critical with respect to f if
(C1) card{τ (p+1) > σ/ f (τ ) f (σ )} = 0.
(C2) card{υ(p−1) < σ/ f (υ) f (σ )} = 0.
From the above deﬁnitions, it can be deduced that σ (p) is a non-critical simplex if and only if it veriﬁes one of the
following conditions:
(NC1) There exists a simplex τ (p+1) > σ (p) such that f (τ (p+1)) f (σ (p)).
(NC2) There exists a simplex υ(p−1) < σ (p) such that f (υ(p−1)) f (σ (p)).
It is important to point out that both conditions cannot be veriﬁed simultaneously by a non-critical simplex.
Pictorially, we shall express these two situations as follows. First,
means f (v) f (e′) and we say that v and e′ are matched. On the other hand,
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Given a real number ai , the level subcomplex M(ai) of M is deﬁned as the subcomplex of M consisting of all simplices σ
of M such that f (σ ) ai as well as all of their faces, that is
M(ai) =
⋃
f (σ )ai
⋃
τσ
τ .
Given two values of f , ak < al , it holds the following relationships between the level subcomplexes M(ak) and M(al)
(Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 of [4]):
• If the interval [ak,al] does not contain any critical value, then M(ak) is a deformation retract of M(al). Moreover,
M(al) ↘ M(ak), that is, M(al) simplicially collapses onto M(ak).
• If the interval [ak,al] contains a unique critical value f (σ ), then M(al) is obtained by adding the simplex σ to M(ak)
along its boundary.
Notice that the above results are veriﬁed in the non-compact case by proper discrete Morse functions. Moreover, we
have examples of non-proper discrete Morse functions which do not verify these results. For instance, let us consider the
2-complex K given in the following ﬁgure,
The function f deﬁned on K as
f (vn) = f (en) = −n + 1, f (eˆn) = f (τn) = 1+ 1
n + 1 , f (wn) = f
(
e′n+1
)= 1− 1
n + 1
is a non-proper discrete Morse function on K . The interval [ 12 , 32 ] does not contain any critical value of f , however the level
subcomplex M( 32 ) is connected and M(
1
2 ) has two connected components.
For later use, we need some general results about discrete Morse functions on inﬁnite complexes. Given an inﬁnite
simplicial complex M , a sequence of simplices of M (either ﬁnite or inﬁnite),
α
(i−1)
0 , β
(i)
0 ,α
(i−1)
1 , β
(i)
1 , . . . , β
(i)
r ,α
(i−1)
r+1 , . . .
is said to be an i-path (i = 1,2) if it veriﬁes that the (i − 1)-simplices
α
(i−1)
n−1 and α
(i−1)
n
are faces of the i-simplex
β
(i)
n−1,
for any n ∈ N. From now on, we call always i-ray to any inﬁnite i-path. Then, given two i-rays contained in the same
complex, we say they are equivalent or coﬁnal if they coincide from a common (i − 1)-simplex.
Now, given a discrete Morse function deﬁned on M , we say that an i-path (resp., i-ray),
α
(i−1)
0 , β
(i)
0 ,α
(i−1)
1 , β
(i)
1 , . . . , β
(i)
r ,α
(i−1)
r+1 (, . . .)
is a decreasing i-path (resp., i-ray) if it veriﬁes that
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(
α
(i−1)
0
)
 f
(
β
(i)
0
)
> f
(
α
(i−1)
1
)
 f
(
β
(i)
1
)
> · · · f (β(i)r )> f (α(i−1)r+1 )( · · ·).
From now on, di will denote the number of non-equivalent decreasing i + 1-rays of f in M , i = 0,1.
An i-critical element of f on M is either an i-critical simplex of f on M or a decreasing (i + 1)-ray with 1 i  n.
Another key concept that we shall need later is the notion of discrete vector ﬁeld. Given a simplicial complex M , a
discrete vector ﬁeld V deﬁned on M is a collection of pairs (α(p) < β(p+1)) of simplices of M such that every simplex is in,
at most, one pair of V . We can visualize discrete vector ﬁelds in low dimensional complexes by considering arrows as we
did in the deﬁnition of matched simplices, where the ﬁrst ﬁgure is indicating that the vertex v and the edge e′ verify that
(v, e′) ∈ V and, analogously, the second one is indicating that the edge e and the triangle t verify that (e, t) ∈ V . Given a
discrete vector ﬁeld deﬁned on M , an V -path is a sequence of simplices
α
(p)
0 , β
(p+1)
0 ,α
(p)
1 , β
(p+1)
1 , . . . , β
(p+1)
r ,α
(p)
r+1, . . .
such that for all i, the pair(
α
(p)
i < β
(p+1)
i
) ∈ V and β(p+1)i > α(p)i+1 
= α(p)i .
Since (NC1) and (NC2) cannot be veriﬁed simultaneously by a non-critical simplex, it can be deduced that every discrete
Morse function f : M → R induces a discrete vector ﬁeld on M . In fact, if a simplex σ (p) is not critical, there is a unique
simplex τ of consecutive dimension such that either τ (p−1) < σ (p) and f (τ )  f (σ ) or τ (p+1) > σ (p) and f (τ )  f (σ ).
So, we can consider the pair (τ < σ) or (σ < τ), depending on the case. If σ (p) is critical, there is not any simplex in M
matched with it. Thus, each simplex of M is either the ﬁrst simplex of a pair or the second simplex of a pair or it is not
in any pair. Hence, this set of pairs veriﬁes the deﬁnition of discrete vector ﬁeld on M . Essentially, a pair τ (p−1) < σ (p) is
in this vector ﬁeld if and only if f (σ (p))  f (τ (p−1)). This vector ﬁeld is called the gradient vector ﬁeld induced by f and
denoted by V f . In practice, we shall deal with the gradient vector ﬁeld instead of using the values of the function which
induces it. It is due to the fact that the gradient vector ﬁeld induced by a discrete Morse function f deﬁned on M contains
all the information concerning the topology of M linked to f , that is, critical simplices and decreasing ﬂow lines. Notice
that through all this paper, when a gradient vector ﬁeld V is indicated by a picture, it is very easy to get a discrete Morse
function f such that V = V f . See [10] for a more detailed description of discrete gradient vector ﬁelds. In the particular
case in which V is a gradient ﬁeld induced by a discrete Morse function, we give a special name for the V -paths: we call
them gradient paths.
Now, let M be a non-compact connected triangulated surface without boundary. So, denoting its Betti numbers by bi ,
i = 0,1,2, we have that b0 = 1 and b2 = 0. Moreover, in this paper we suppose that b1 < +∞. Then, it is easy to see that
the number of ends is ﬁnite too, that is, M is a so-called ﬁnite type surface and we can express M as the union
M = M̂ ∪
n⋃
j=1
C j, (1)
where C j denotes an inﬁnite cylinder and M̂ is a compact surface with boundary. Hence, if M has h ends, it is homeomor-
phic either to a connected sum of g tori minus h points in the orientable case or to a connected sum of g projective planes
minus h points in the non-orientable case. Therefore
b1(M) =
{
2g + h − 1, if M is orientable,
g + h − 1, if M is not orientable.
3. Discrete Morse inequalities
In smooth Morse theory, Morse inequalities provide lower bounds for the number of critical points of a Morse function
deﬁned on a manifold. These bounds are very interesting tools to study how the topology of a manifold is determined by
the changes of the level sets at critical values of a Morse function deﬁned on it.
In the combinatorial context, Forman proved the Morse inequalities for discrete Morse functions deﬁned on ﬁnite com-
plexes [4]:
Theorem 3.1. Let f be a discrete Morse function deﬁned on a ﬁnite CW-complex M and let bp be the pth Betti number of M with
p = 0, . . . ,dim(M). Then
(I1) mp( f ) −mp−1( f ) + · · · ±m0( f ) bp − bp−1 + · · · ± b0 ,
(I2) mp( f ) bp ,
(I3) m0( f ) −m1( f ) +m2( f ) − · · · ±mdim(M)( f ) = b0 − b1 + b2 − · · · ± bdim(M) ,
where mp( f ) denotes the number of critical p-simplices of f .
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to check that the above inequalities are not valid in the non-compact case.
The authors proved in [1] a generalized version of the Morse inequalities for non-compact surfaces without boundary:
Theorem 3.2. ([1, Theorem 3.6]) Let M be a non-compact connected triangulated 2-manifold without boundary such that b1 < +∞.
Let f be a discrete Morse function deﬁned on M with a ﬁnite number of critical simplices and a ﬁnite number of decreasing i-rays,
i = 1,2. It holds that
1. m0 + d0  1;m1 + d1  b1;
2. m1 + d1 −m0 − d0  b1 − 1;m2 −m1 − d1 +m0 + d0  1− b1;
3. m0 + d0 −m1 − d1 +m2 = 1− b1 ,
where di denotes the number of non-equivalent decreasing i + 1-rays of f in M, i = 0,1.
In the smooth setting, Van Gemmeren [14] got a kind of Morse inequalities for inﬁnite surfaces by means of the Betti
numbers at the inﬁnity, that is,
b∞i (M) = dim
(
lim←−
(
Hi(M − Ki)
))
,
where Ki is an increasing sequence of compacts such that
⋃
Ki = M . We think that this result has two main advantages:
ﬁrst, it only depends on the combinatorial structure of the surface but it is not explicitly linked to its compactiﬁcation. On
the other hand, it takes into account a natural notion of critical point at the inﬁnity by considering decreasing rays, that is,
inﬁnite decreasing ﬂow lines. Notice that the Morse inequalities for the compact case can be obtained from the above result
by putting d0 = 0 and d1 = 0.
In order to consider all the information concerning the number of critical simplices of a discrete Morse function f
deﬁned on a compact 2-complex M , we introduce the notion of critical array. It is the ordered 3-uple given by
C(M, f ) = (m0,m1,m2).
Notice that the 3-uple (0,0,0) is not the critical array of any pair.
Analogously, given a non-compact locally ﬁnite 2-complex M and a proper discrete Morse function f deﬁned on M such
that mi and di are ﬁnite, the critical array of the pair (M, f ) is the ordered 5-uple:
C(M, f ) = (m0,m1,m2;d0,d1).
Given a 1-ray r and a 2-ray r′ in a non-compact 2-dimensional simplicial complex, we say that r is adjacent to r′ or
conversely, r′ is bounded by r, if every edge of r is contained in some triangle of r′ but it is not an edge of r′ .
The following result states a condition that must be satisﬁed by every proper discrete Morse function. It represents an
obstruction for the existence of proper discrete Morse functions on inﬁnite 2-complexes and it is useful to check if a given
discrete vector ﬁeld corresponds to a proper discrete Morse function.
Proposition 3.3. Let M be a non-compact 2-simplicial complex. If there exists a proper discrete Morse function f deﬁned on a trian-
gulation of M then V f does not contain any increasing 1-ray adjacent to a decreasing 2-ray.
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veriﬁes that
f (v0) < f
(
e′0
)
 f (v1) < f
(
e′1
)
 f (v2) < f
(
e′2
)
 f (v3) < f
(
e′3
)
 f (v4) < · · ·
and
f (e0) f (τ0) > f (e1) f (τ1) > f (e2) f (τ2) > f (e3) f (τ3) > f (e4) > · · · .
Since we work with proper discrete Morse functions, there is not an upper bound (resp., a lower bound) of f on r′
(resp., on r). Moreover, there exist a ∈ R and n0 ∈ N such that f (τn) < a and f (e′n) > a, for all n  n0. It implies that there
are 2-simplices τn with f (τn) < a and two of its edges, e′m and en , verifying that f (e′m), f (en) f (τn). Hence, f would not
be a discrete Morse function. 
For proper discrete Morse functions we have an additional link for the components of the critical array, given in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. If the 5-uple (m0,m1,m2;d0,d1) is the critical array of a pair (M, f ) then d0  d1 .
Proof. Given any decreasing 2-ray r′ , there exists a compact subcomplex M̂ as in (1) which contains all the critical simplices
of f on M and such that there are not bifurcations of decreasing 2-rays in M − M̂ (Lemma 3.3 of [1]). Hence, r′ is contained
in an inﬁnite cylinder C j . Thus, either f is monotonous when restricted to the two 1-rays r1, r2 adjacent to r′ or all of
vertices and edges of r1 or r2 are paired with simplices which not belong to r′ .
In the ﬁrst case, by means of Proposition 3.3, we get that r1 and r2 must be decreasing and hence, r′ gives rise to two
decreasing 1-rays. In the second case, let rˆ be the union of r′ and all the ﬁnite decreasing 2-paths starting from an edge
belonging to r1 or r2. Notice that rˆ is a thickening of a tree contained in the 1-skeleton of the ﬁrst baricentric subdivision
of C j and thus, rˆ is homologically trivial. Let us denote by ∂ rˆ the set of edges and vertices which belong to one triangle of
rˆ but are not paired with any edge or triangle of rˆ. Since there are no critical simplices of f in C j , given an edge e ∈ ∂ rˆ,
it must be paired with one of its vertices. So, we have obtained that ∂ rˆ is a forest with at most two components. It is
convenient to point out that when f is restricted to a component of ∂ rˆ, there is a unique (up to equivalence) 1-ray where
f is monotonous. By reasoning in a similar way as we did in the proof of Proposition 3.3, we conclude that f must be
decreasing on each 1-ray contained in ∂ rˆ.
Notice that if rˆ contains all triangles of C j , then ∂ rˆ consists of a unique tree which contains all vertices of C j . In this
case we have d0 = d1 = 1 in C j . (See the following ﬁgure.)
If there exist more than one decreasing 2-ray in C j and r′ is one of them, then ∂r′ has two components and hence, it
contains two decreasing 1-rays. Moreover, since two different decreasing 2-rays could be separated by a decreasing 1-ray,
then we conclude that d0  d1 in C j . Notice that we obtain d0 = d1 in C j when every decreasing 1-ray separates two
decreasing 2-rays. 
Following the classical goal of Morse theory, we are going to get links between the topology of M and the properties of
certain functions deﬁned on M . In particular, the next result is an easy consequence of the Morse inequalities.
Proposition 3.5. If a connected and non-compact surface without boundary M admits a proper discrete Morse function with exactly
n critical elements then,
b1(M) =
{
2k, 0 k j with n = 2 j + 1,
2k − 1, 1 k j with n = 2 j.
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n = 2 j + 1=m0 + d0 +m1 + d1 +m2.
By applying generalized Morse inequalities we get that
m0 + d0 −m1 − d1 +m2 = 1− b1
and adding both equations we obtain
b1 = 2 j + 2− 2(m0 + d0 +m2).
Finally, by using that m0 + d0  1 and m2  b2 = 0 (Theorem 3.2), we get that b1 is even and it is less or equal
than 2 j. 
Example 3.6. Notice that for n = 5, the above result implies that b1(M) = 0,2,4. Thus we obtain the following orientable
surfaces:
• If b1(M) = 0, then M is R2.
• If b1(M) = 2, then M is either S2 minus three points or T 2 minus one point.
• If b1(M) = 4, then M is either S2 minus ﬁve points or T 2 minus three points or T 2 # T 2 minus one point.
4. Optimal discrete Morse functions
As it was done in the compact case [8], taking into account the inequalities of Theorem 3.1 it is interesting to investigate
the existence of discrete Morse functions with as less critical elements as possible, that is, those ones verifying that mi = bi .
These functions are called optimal or perfect discrete Morse functions.
This kind of functions give us information about the topological structure of the manifolds on which they are deﬁned. In
particular, they are indicating us that the manifold has the simplest cellular structure (see [11]).
The following result is another example of how optimal discrete Morse functions show us topological properties of its
domain.
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a connected ﬁnite simplicial complex. Then M admits an optimal discrete Morse such that mi = 0with i  1
if and only if M is collapsible.
Proof. First of all, notice that we can slightly change the values of f in order to obtain an injective function with the same
gradient vector ﬁeld. So we can assume that f is injective.
If v0 is the only critical vertex of f on M , then a = f (v0) is the minimum of f on M . Let b be the maximum of f
on M . Then, M(b) = M and since the interval [a,b] does not contain any critical value, then M(b) ↘ M(a) and hence M is
collapsible.
Conversely, if M collapses to a vertex v , then there exists a ﬁnite sequence of elementary collapses, that is, a ﬁnite
sequence of subcomplexes of M ,
M0 = M ⊃ M1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ml = {v}
with Mi = Mi+1 ∪ σi ∪ τi , where σi is the only simplex such that τi < σi and dim(τi) = dim(σi) − 1. Notice that Mi+1 can
be obtained from Mi by deleting the pair (σi, τi). Then, it can be easily checked that the set of such pairs is a discrete
vector ﬁeld V . Moreover, given a V -path (τl, σl), . . . , (τk, σk), it corresponds to a ﬁnite sequence of consecutive elementary
collapses and therefore τl cannot be a face of σk for all k > l. That means that V does not contains closed V -paths, so by
using Theorem 3.6 of [5], we get that V is the gradient vector ﬁeld induced by a discrete Morse function f whose only
critical simplex is the vertex v . 
Remark 4.2. If K is a ﬁnite contractible complex, then m0 + m1 + m2 = 1 + 2m1. Since the dunce hat is contractible but
not collapsible, we get that every discrete Morse function on a triangulation of this space must have at least three critical
simplices. This fact reveals again how the topology of a complex is strongly related to the qualitative properties of a discrete
Morse function deﬁned on it.
For compact surfaces, T. Lewiner introduced in [8] a linear algorithm which gives us an optimal discrete Morse function.
Now, by means of Theorem 3.2, we can deﬁne the notion of optimal discrete Morse function in the inﬁnite setting.
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let M be a non-compact triangulated surface of ﬁnite type. We say that a proper discrete Morse function
deﬁned on M is optimal if m0 + d0 = b0, m1 + d1 = b1 and m2 = 0.
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topological simplicity of R2, we can deﬁne on it discrete Morse functions with just one critical element, which must be a
0-critical element.
In the ﬁrst case, we give a discrete Morse function with just one critical vertex v0.
The second example is given by the ﬁgure after Theorem 3.1 with just one decreasing 1-ray.
In the following result, we try to know how the existence of an optimal discrete Morse function deﬁned on a non-
compact surface of ﬁnite type is related to its ﬁrst Betti number.
Theorem 4.5. For all non-compact surface of ﬁnite type M there is a triangulation which admits an optimal proper discrete Morse
function on it with n = b1(M) + 1 critical elements.
Proof. We can express M as the union
M = M̂g ∪
h⋃
j=1
C j,
where M̂g is a compact surface with genus g whose boundary has h components and C j is an inﬁnite cylinder, that is,
C j = K j × [0,∞) where K j is a 1-cycle.
Now, we get a compact surface without boundary M from M by gluing a triangulated disk D j to each boundary compo-
nent of M̂g , that is,
M = M̂g
h⋃
i=1
Di,
where Di is a triangulated disk. Thus, M is a compact surface without boundary.
In [8] is introduced an algorithm to deﬁne optimal Morse functions on a compact triangulated surface. By applying this
procedure on M , we obtain a discrete Morse function f whose corresponding critical array is either (1,2g,1) or (1, g,1)
depending on M being orientable or not.
Starting from f , we are going to construct a discrete Morse function f̂ with a greater number of critical edges and
triangles on M . Being more precise, we want to get a discrete Morse function whose corresponding critical array is either
(1,2g +h− 1,h) or (1, g +h− 1,h) depending on the orientability of M . Notice that if h = 1, it is not necessary to increase
the number of critical simplices of f and in this case we choose f = f̂ . Therefore, let us assume that h 2. Now, we select
h − 1 pairs (ei, τi) with 1  i  h − 1 such that there exists a V f -path Pi from the edge ei to the triangle τi given by
f (ei) f (τ 0i ) > f (e1i ) f (τ 1i ) > · · · > f (er(i)i ) f (τi) (see the ﬁgure below).
Now we consider a new discrete Morse function f̂ on M which is f on M − Pi and is deﬁned on Pi by reversing its
arrows, that is, we select new values on the edges and triangles of Pi such that
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(
τ 0i
)= f˜ (e1i )< f˜ (τ 1i )= · · · < f˜ (τ r(i)−1i )= f˜ (er(i)i )< f˜ (τi).
The following picture shows the ﬁeld corresponding to f˜ on Pi .
Notice that every critical simplex of f is a critical simplex of f̂ too. Moreover, f̂ has h−1 new pairs of additional critical
simplices (ei , τi) with i = 1, . . . ,h − 1.
Let M ′ be the non-compact surface obtained by removing all the critical triangles τi in M and gluing an inﬁnite cylinder
∂τi ×[0,∞) along each boundary ∂τi . Now, we extend the function f̂ obtained above to an optimal discrete Morse function
f on M by deﬁning it on every inﬁnite cylinder in an increasing way as it is indicated in the following ﬁgure:
Finally, the critical array of f is either (1,2g + h − 1,0;0,0) in the orientable case or (1, g + h − 1,0;0,0) in the
non-orientable case. Hence, by means of Deﬁnition 4.3, the obtained function f is optimal. 
The above theorem is focused on obtaining an optimal discrete Morse function on a surface. However, the following
result tells us when it is possible to get a discrete Morse function with an arbitrary given number of critical elements.
Proposition 4.6. Let M be a non-compact surface of ﬁnite type and n ∈ N. If
b1(M) =
{
2k, 0 k j if n = 2 j + 1,
2k − 1, 1 k j if n = 2 j
then there is a proper discrete Morse function f deﬁned on a triangulation of M with exactly n critical elements.
Proof. By subdividing if necessary, we shall assume that the number of simplices is large enough with respect to n.
Without loss of generality, we may us assume that b1(M) = 2k (the case b1(M) = 2k − 1 is analogous). By means of the
proof of Theorem 4.5, we deﬁne an optimal discrete Morse function f on M , that is, a function with 2k+1 critical simplices
(one critical vertex and 2k critical edges). Now, we are going to increase the number of critical simplices in 2( j−k) in order
to get a discrete Morse function with the required number n = 2 j + 1 of critical simplices. It can be carried out as it was
done in the proof of Theorem 4.5, that is: ﬁrst, we select j − k pairs of non-critical edges and triangles (ei, τi), then we
consider a V f -path joining both simplices and ﬁnally, we reverse the arrows of this path. 
Example 4.7. If b1(M) = 0, then M = R2 and the critical arrays corresponding to optimal discrete Morse functions on M can
be (1,0,0;0,0) and (0,0,0;1,0) whose induced gradient vector ﬁelds are shown in Example 4.4.
Besides, if b1(M) = 1, then M is either the cylinder, S1 × R, or the open Moebius strip, homeomorphic to RP2 − {p}.
Therefore, the critical arrays induced by optimal discrete Morse functions in this cases are (1,1,0;0,0), (0,1,0;1,0) and
(0,0,0;1,1).
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• (1,1,0;0,0).
• (0,1,0;1,0).
• (0,0,0;1,1).
Since the open Moebius strip does not admit a proper immersion in R3, we shall use a triangulation of such surface
obtained by gluing a compact Moebius strip to an inﬁnite cylinder by its boundary. In this case, the corresponding gradient
ﬁelds are
• (1,1,0;0,0).
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It is interesting to point out that the critical array (0,0,0;1,1) is not admissible for the open Moebius strip. This is a
direct consequence of the following result:
Theorem 4.8. The open Moebius strip does not admit any proper discrete Morse function without critical simplices.
Proof. To illustrate the steps of the proof, we shall consider the triangulation of the open Moebius strip M used in the
above example.
Let Ki be an exhausting sequence of compact subcomplexes such that
⋃
ı∈N Ki = M where K1 is a compact Moebius strip
and Ki − Ki−1 = ∂Ki−1 ×[i−1, i]. Notice that for every i ∈ N, Ki is a collared Moebius strip. By applying Theorem 3.1 to the
restriction of f to Ki we get that f has at least one critical edge and one critical vertex and both simplices are located in
∂Ki since, otherwise, they would be critical simplices of f on M . On the other hand, it is known that if the simple 1-cycle
[zi] is a generator of H1(Ki) then zi cannot be contained in ∂Ki , otherwise it would be homologous to 2z, where z is the
central 1-cycle of K1. Moreover, at least one vertex of zi must be contained in an edge covered by the 1-chain ab + cd and
it is called anchor vertex of zi . We can assume that all 1-cycles zi have the same anchor vertex v .
If we consider the restriction of f to zi , the maximum value is reached in a critical edge ei . In particular f (ei) > f (v)
for all i ∈ N. Now, we are going to prove that f (ei) f (ei−1) for all i ∈ N. Indeed, zi is the 1-cycle which yields the increase
of b1(Ki) from 0 to 1 and it is completed when the edge ei is added according to the sequence of values of the restriction
of f to Ki . Thus, if we regard Ki constructed by means of the level subcomplex of the restriction of f to Ki , any other
1-cycle homologous to zi , in particular zi−1, must be completed by adding an edge on which f takes a value not less that
f (ei). Finally we obtain a decreasing sequence, f (e1) f (e2) · · · f (ei) · · · and since f is proper, any of its terms can
only be repeated ﬁnitely many times. So { f (ei)}i∈N is a non-bounded decreasing sequence and hence limi→∞ f (ei) = −∞.
But this is a contradiction with f (ei) f (v) where v is the anchor vertex. 
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theorem, is based on a signiﬁcant difference between the 1-cycles generators of the homology of the open Moebius strip
and its double covering S1 × R: in the cylinder, we can take this generator as far from any compact as we want, but in the
open Moebius strip, any representative of the generator cycle must contain a vertex of the central circle. This property is
known as loops to inﬁnity property considered in [13]. On the other hand, by using the Morse inequalities obtained in [14]
for the smooth approach, we get that the number of critical points of a proper Morse function on R2, S1 × R and the open
Moebius strip must be at least 1, 0 and 1 respectively. Thus, the example which follows Theorem 3.1 is a remarkable fact in
discrete Morse theory: the existence of proper discrete Morse functions on R2 without critical simplices.
Remark 4.10. It is worthwhile to mention the geometrical link between the two optimal proper discrete Morse functions
on R2 given in Example 4.4. Indeed, we can obtain the function without critical simplices from the function with just one
critical vertex. This can be done by considering any increasing 1-ray starting from the critical vertex and reversing its arrows
to get a decreasing 1-ray. Notice that this process gives us another optimal proper discrete Morse functions with the same
number of critical elements, but with different nature. Roughly speaking, we are sliding the critical vertex to the inﬁnity by
a decreasing ﬂow line connecting it to the end. So this procedure replaces the critical vertex by a decreasing 1-ray. This is
a general procedure that can be applied to the optimal functions obtained in Theorem 4.5.
Moreover, in Example 4.7, the function on S1 × R with critical array (0,0,0;1,1) can be obtained from the function
whose critical array is (1,1,0;0,0) by sliding to the inﬁnity its only critical edge which determines the 1-cycle representing
the generator of H1(S1 × R). It can be carried out by selecting an increasing 2-ray starting from the critical edge and then,
reversing its arrows in order to get a decreasing 2-ray. However, it cannot be carried out on the open Moebius strip since
the generator of its ﬁrst homology group cannot be pushed to the inﬁnity. It show us how the nature of the optimal proper
discrete Morse functions on a surface of ﬁnite type is linked to its homological properties.
The above examples point out the following link between two discrete gradient vector ﬁelds on a non-compact surface
of ﬁnite type: one is obtained from the other by transferring some of its critical simplices (vertices or edges) to the inﬁnity
by means of decreasing rays. We think that this fact can be better understood from a graph-theoretical point of view, taking
into account the combinatorial nature of these objects: they are in fact a special kind of inﬁnite matchings in the Hasse
diagram of the surface.
On the other hand, the extension of the results of this paper to n-dimensional manifolds of ﬁnite type would require a
generalized version of the Morse inequalities in higher dimension.
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